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A battle between short sellers and a little known South Korean boatbuilder that has
expanded into cancer drugs has thrown the spotlight on a broader battering of the
country’s biotech sector.

Since early 2018, the sector has lost almost half its market value.

HLB, a former Hyundai group subsidiary, has been one of the hottest stocks this year on
South Korea’s tech-heavy junior Kosdaq bourse amid optimism about the global
potential of Rivoceranib, its gastric cancer treatment drug.

Shares in HLB, whose backers include BlackRock and Vanguard, rallied tenfold from
July to October, with trading briefly suspended last month after the stock jumped about
40 per cent in two days. However, the stock has since lost 30 per cent under pressure
from short sellers — traders who bet on a fall in the stock.

In one of the latest examples, Valiant Vorriors, an anonymous short seller website that
publishes research reports, alleged that HLB “could not prove that its drug was more
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effective than a placebo taken by cancer patients. The market is already waking up to
the fact that this is a sham company, looking to swindle its investors.”

HLB, which has a market cap of Won5.8tn ($5bn), told the Financial Times in response
that although Rivoceranib failed one set of international clinical trials this year, the drug
was effective in boosting patient survival rates. It cited its performance in the Chinese
market where it is marketed as Apatinib.

“We’ve been plagued by negative rumours . . . and suffering greatly from heavy short
selling sparked by fake news,” said Jin Yang-gon, HLB’s chief executive and largest
shareholder. “But our anti-cancer drug has been selling well in China for five years now
and there has been no report of any side effects there.”

The fall in HLB shares has highlighted broader questions over excessive valuations.
Local analysts have noted negative sentiment exacerbated by a series of failed clinical
trials and treatment side effects at popular biopharmaceutical companies including
SillaJen, Helixmith, and Kolon Tissuegene.

The Kosdaq pharmaceuticals index, composed of 87 stocks, is down 18 per cent for the
year, and has seen almost half of its value wiped off since early 2018, according to Eikon
data. In contrast, the country’s benchmark Kospi 200 index is up 10 per cent in 2019
and down just 15 per cent from January 2018.

“The sector has been particularly volatile with stock prices skyrocketing on expectations
for blockbuster new drugs before plunging on disappointing clinical trial results,” said
Ha Tae-ki, an analyst at Sangsangin Securities. “The biopharmaceutical bubble is
bursting after a spectacular boom.”

That bodes ill for planned initial public offerings of biotech companies including SK
Biopharmaceuticals, a unit of South Korea’s SK Group, which is awaiting regulatory
approval to sell its new anti-epilepsy drug Cenobamate in the US.

HLB, which started life as Hyundai Lifeboats but was spun off from Hyundai’s
shipbuilding company in 2001, has asked financial regulators in Seoul to look into
trading of its shares, said Mr Jin.

The company plans to file a new drug application for Rivoceranib with the US Food and
Drug Administration next year.
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